
ELF is NOT FREEWARE!

ELF is SHAREWARE!

ELF is the result of several months of playing, programming and testing, so I think it is
honest for me to ask for a reward :-)
I'm italian, so the price will be here given both in US DOLLARS and ITALIAN LIRE.

REGISTRATION fee: 30 US DOLLARS

VISA, MASTERCARD, American Express, US Checks, Invoice orders are done through KAGI. 
Registration is achieved via a small program (REGISTER.EXE) included in the distribution package that 
will create the actual order form (using encrypted data). You should send such form to KAGI through fax, 
mail or E-mail.

Another method is using the on-line registration (VISA, MASTERCARD, American Express) form by 
connecting to http://order.kagi.com/?D6.

If you like, you can also use snail-mail. Snail-mail registrations can be sent directly to the address below:

Alfredo Milani-Comparetti
Via Velino, 24
60100 - Ancona
Italy

If you use snail-mail, please include cash in a thick envelope. Send cash in US dollars. Remember to 
include your internet address.

When you have done with the money, send me an e-mail to MC3078@MCLINK.IT, specifying that you
want to register ELFxWINSOCK with the following data:
- your full name
- your address
- the version you are going to register (this is only for statistical purposes)
- your favourite nickname (up to 19 chars)
- your favourite number (up to 9 digits)
- your E-MAIL address
- how you paid the registration fee
- how you heard about ELF

Notes...

As soon as a I will receive your payement, I will send to you an E-MAIL with a small file (the registration
data).
You simply have to put that file in ELFxWINSOCK's working directory. Nothing more, nothing less :-)
As soon as the registration file is in place, the following will happen:

- the running title stops and becomes personalised
- the HOW TO button disappears
- FIND in the SCROLL-BACK is enabled
- removed the 500 lines limit in SCROLL-BACK
- you will be able to run multiple instances of ELF
- fully functional TRIGGER and the ANSI wizard
- a message shows additional infos
- you will be able to define different Playing Characters' configurations



- you will be able to define several MUD connections
- the running logo can be stopped
- the COMPASS will show 3 user-definable buttons.

The version number I ask you to send to me is only for statistical purposes. You will be entitled to use
ELFxWINSOCK forever (read README.WRI for more information about this).
Your favourite number will be used, if possible, as a base number for your registration code :-)
The registration will be used by every new version you will download , so you will never have to wait
for me to send an updated version: just pick it up and use it :-)
The registered version will allow you to  define different Playing Character's configurations as well as
different MUD connections.

IMPORTANT!!!

By registering ELF you will be entitled to use ELF on  one computer at a time. Only one user will be
allowed to use it at the same time. You will be allowed to open as many sessions as needed, but you'll
have to be the only user.
If  you plan to use ELF in a  large structure,  you'll have to  register several copies.  In such a case,
please e-mail me. We'll find an agreement :-)

Here is a sample registration form:

ELF x WINDOWS's registration form

I have sent to you the necessary money to register ELF x WINSOCK in the following form:

My full name is:
My address is:

The version I am using right now is:
My favourite nickname (up to 19 chars) is:
My favourite (up to 9 digits) number is:
My E-MAIL address(es) is (are):

I heard about ELF x WINSOCK in the following way:

Notes and suggestions:


